
LIONBRIDGE’S  
REVSOURCESM

THE FIVE-STEP REVSOURCESM PROCESS BREAKS DOWN  
THE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF WORK FROM START TO FINISH, 
SAVING BOTH TIME AND MONEY

A global aerospace and manufacturing leader sought to eliminate inefficiencies in its drafting 
change order process. Change orders processed through the existing model were time  
consuming and irregular and required costly ad hoc efforts on the part of technical  
documentation professionals and engineers. With so much time spent administrating change 
orders, technical documentation professionals and engineers had little time to focus on their 
core responsibilities. With a clear picture of the problem, senior management set out to fix it. 

The decision was made to outsource the drafting change order process to a select  
group of 12 qualified vendors, and eventually narrow down to two. The expectation was that,  
through outsourcing, the company would reduce expenses by leveraging locally managed, 
globally operated labor resources, while freeing up domestic technical documentation  
professionals and engineers resources. To their surprise, many of the vendors were not 
able to deliver the promised cost and time savings, requiring endless training and extensive 
support. Of the 12, only Lionbridge remains, ranking highest in performance with impressive 
adaptability and earning an A+ through its unique RevSourceSM process. 

RevSourceSM is designed to support the entire change order process and give engineers the 
time to focus on actual engineering work. Lionbridge’s team of experts includes technical 
documentation professionals and engineers, technical writers, and project managers who 
provide a wide range of technical data revision services. The five-step RevSourceSM process 
breaks down the total percentage of work from start to finish, saving both time and money. 

Due to the success of Lionbridge’s handling of drafting projects – reducing the cost of 
change orders by 39% – this leading international gas turbine manufacturer has expanded 
the contract to include technical writing. 

STREAMLINES DRAFTING FOR THE WORLD’S LEADING 
INTERNATIONAL GAS TURBINE MANUFACTURER 

P R O C E S S I N G  C H A N G E  
O R D E R S  I N C LU D I N G :
 
•  Drawing
• Tech Pubs
• Manufacturing processes
• Marketing materials

K E Y  B E N E F I T S 
 
•  Free up their engineers to spend 

more time actually engineering.

• Realise a cost saving of up to 50%

• Reduce turnaround time for 
change orders by up to 50%



LEARN MORE AT 
L IONBRIDGE.COM 

INITIAL REVSOURCE ENGAGEMENT

A B O U T  L I O N B R I D G E 

Lionbridge enables more than 800 

world-leading brands to increase  

international market share, speed adoption  

of products and effectively engage their  

customers in local markets worldwide.

Global Content and Engineering is a division 

of Lionbridge that supports our customer’s 

global product lifecycle from engineering, 

validation, technical documentation,  

training, translation and engineering  

support. With multiple development  

centers across three continents,  

Lionbridge combines its worldwide  

design and development expertise with  

proven program management to bring life  

to our client’s products. We strive to deliver 

our solutions to global users and customers 

in the aerospace, automotive, education, 

industrial, life sciences, software and teleco 

verticals, leveraging our multi-shore delivery 

platform for continuous, long-term efficiency 

and quality improvements.
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H I G H L I G H T S 
 
RevSource program is designed to take over your entire product change
order process from start to finish, including:

•  Writing engineering changes

• Permitting engineers, subject mater experts and authors to review 
changes we write

• Packaging the supporting documents

• Reviewing and checking work

• Releasing completed changes into YOUR CURRENT SYSTEM.


